
April Green
Date of Birth: 4/7/24

Weight: 7.18

VIDEO LINK:
https://youtu.be/yyFTH9GzAE4 -BOYS (7WK)
https://youtu.be/jBRE6kl3Vdo - GIRLS (7WK)

7 Wk:
Individual Notes:

The April litter overall is confident and self-assured. They show no stress in new situations around new people or
circumstances typically considered stressful. These puppies react appropriately to new sights and sounds; they are
curious and investigative, including with sights and sounds that should be considered stressful. These puppies have good
memory, focus, and problem-solving abilities, above average for their age and stage of development. Overall, these
puppies have very good motivation for food and toys. They have excellent motivation for interaction. These puppies are
socially appropriate in their interactions with one another, with cats, and with other dogs. They are also socially
appropriate in their interactions with people. They do use their mouth to initiate play but have excellent inhibition; they are
rarely vocal. These puppies are all very comfortable and tolerant of handling and restraint. They have no red flags and
show no possessiveness. Overall, they have mid to moderate energy. These puppies overall are fairly consistent with very
subtle differences between them when comparing individuals side-by-side; Pink Dot, Red Dot, Red, and Pink are slightly
more engaged than the rest of the litter. These puppies are all very personable and engaging. They are content to explore
and play on their own. Pink Dot and Red Dot prefer to be with people rather than not and have great temperaments for
service or therapy work. Green and Blue are gentle and respectful in their interactions and may need a little more time
than the rest of the litter to adjust to new situations. Overall, these puppies are very well-balanced and should adapt well
into most homes. Pink Dot and Red Dot are going to do best in a home that is interactive with them.

Health notes:
No health notes

https://www.teddybeargoldendoodles.com/videos/scarlett-marie-6-weeks-2
https://youtu.be/yyFTH9GzAE4
https://youtu.be/jBRE6kl3Vdo



